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Abstract
Since quite a time there were available only two rather difficult and involved proofs, the
original one by Arveson and a more recent one by Liebscher, of the fact that for every
Arveson system there exists an E0–semigroup. We put together two recent short proofs, one
by Skeide and one by Arveson, to obtain a still simpler one, which unfies the advantages of
each proof and discards with their disadvantages.
1 Introduction
In [Arv89a] Arveson associates with every E0–semigroup ϑ (that is, a strongly continuous semi-
group of unital normal endomorphisms of the algebra B(H) of all adjointable operators on a
separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H) a product system E⊗ = (Et)t∈(0,∞) of Hilbert
spaces Et, a so-called Arveson system. As Arveson systems classify E0–semigroups up to co-
cycle conjugacy it is natural to ask whether every Arveson system may be obtained as the
Arveson system of an E0–semigroup. Arveson answered this question in the affirmative sense
in [Arv90b]. However, the proof is long and involves deep analytic techniques, some of which
first had to be developed in [Arv90a, Arv89b]. Also a second proof due to Liebscher [Lie03]
appears to be involved.
Recently, Skeide [Ske06] and, shortly after, Arveson [Arv06] have given short proofs of this
result. The idea of the proof in [Ske06] is plain and unitality of the constructed endomorphisms
is obvious, while the verification of the semigroup property is is rather tedious. The proof in
[Arv06] has no problems with the semigroup property, while the verification of unitality requires
a computation. In these notes we show that the constructions from [Ske06] and from [Arv06]
actually are unitarily equivalent. In this way, we can avoid in each proof that part which is less
obvious from its construction.
The main accent in this short note is on establishing unitary equivalence of the two con-
structions. For this to us it appears more convenient to discuss first [Ske06] and then switch to
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[Arv06]. Of course, the whole thing could be prepared also in the opposite direction. We note
also that here we describe the construction from [Ske06] with all orders in tensor products re-
versed (construction of a right dilation instead of a left dilation). This operation does not cause
any complication but facilitates then comparison with the construction in [Arv06]. We should
also say that we leave all details about verification of measurabilities that go beyond the nec-
essary conditions on square integrability (that is in particular mesaurability) of certain sections
to either of the articles [Ske06, Arv06]; see also Remark 2.3. Our emphasis is on algebraic
problems like associativity and unitality.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout these notes we assume that E⊗ =
(
Et
)
t∈(0,∞) is a fixed Arveson system of Hilbert
spaces Et. Algebraically, this means that we have associative identifications ut,s : Et⊗Es → Et+s.
Technically, we assume that the bundle E⊗ has a Borel structure isomorphic to the trivial bundle
(0,∞)×H0 for an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space H0, and we assume that for every
pair of measurable functions x : t 7→ x(t) ∈ Et ⊂ E⊗ and y : t 7→ y(t) ∈ Et ⊂ E⊗ also the function
(t, s) 7→ ut,s(x(t) ⊗ y(s)) ∈ Et+s ⊂ E⊗ is measurable. Every Arveson system in the sense of
[Arv89a, Definition 1.4] fulfills this condition. We will follow the conventions in [Arv89a] and
write x(t)y(s) for ut,s(x(t) ⊗ y(s)). Associativity simply means then that this product on E⊗ is
associative.
By [Ske06] a right dilation of an Arveson system E⊗ is a nontrivial (and, therefore, infinite-
dimensional) separable Hilbert space R with unitary identifications wt : Et ⊗ R → R which
behave associatively with respect to the product system structure. Writing xh for wt(x ⊗ h), this
means just that (xy)h = x(yh) for all x ∈ Et, y ∈ Es, h ∈ R. In other words, R is a left module
over the ring generated by the semigroup E⊗.
2.1 Remark. A right dilation of E⊗ induces a semigroup ϑ = (ϑt)t∈R+ of normal unital endo-
morphism ϑt(a) := wt(idt ⊗a)w∗t (and ϑ0 = idB(R)) of B(R). It is easy to see that the Arveson
system associated to ϑ as in [Arv89a] is E⊗.
2.2 Remark. A right dilation induces an essential (that is, nondegenerate) representation Φ =(
Φt
)
t∈(0,1) of E⊗ on R, namely, Φt(x)h := xh. Conversely, if Φ is an essential representation of
E⊗ on R , {0} (separable), then wt : x ⊗ h 7→ Φt(x)h defines a right dilation. By Remark 2.1 an
essential representation of an Arveson system induces, therefore, also a unital endomorphism
semigroup having this Arveson system.
2.3 Remark. So far we spoke about right dilations in algebraic terms. For that the endomor-
phism semigroup induced by a right dilation be strongly continuous, that is, be an E0–semi-
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group, it is sufficient that the right dilation be measurable in the sense that for every pair of
measurable functions x : t 7→ x(t) ∈ Et and h : t 7→ h(t) ∈ R the function t 7→ x(t)h(t) be mea-
surable. See [Ske06, Arv06] for possibilities for how to conclude from this to continuity of the
semigroup. In [Ske06, Proposition 4.1] there is a self-contained proof (using only the fact that
unitary groups on a separable Hilbert space are strongly continuous if they are weakly measur-
able) of that a measurable (left or right) dilation gives rise to an E0–semigroup. A similar result
is [Arv89a, Proposition 2.7].
3 The first construction
The construction in [Ske06] follows two steps (here rephrased suitably in terms of right dila-
tions). In the first step, one constructs a right dilation of the discrete subsystem (En)n∈N of E⊗.
In other words, one constructs a separable Hilbert space ˘R , {0} and unitary identifications
w˘n : En ⊗ ˘R → ˘R that compose associatively with the product system structure. The construc-
tion of such dilations for discrete product systems is easy and we come back to it in a minute,
because for comparison with [Arv06] we need to make a concrete choice. Having the right
dilation of the discrete subsystem, the idea of [Ske06] is to put R := (∫ 10 Eα dα)⊗ ˘R and to write
down for every t ∈ (0,∞), n := {t} (the unique integer such that t − n ∈ (0, 1]) specific versions
of the following isomorphisms
Et ⊗ R = Et ⊗
(∫ 1
0
Eα dα
)
⊗ ˘R 
(∫ 1+t
t
Eα dα
)
⊗ ˘R

(∫ 1
t−n
Eα dα
)
⊗ En ⊗ ˘R ⊕
(∫ t−n
0
Eα dα
)
⊗ En+1 ⊗ ˘R

(∫ 1
t−n
Eα dα
)
⊗ ˘R ⊕
(∫ t−n
0
Eα dα
)
⊗ ˘R  R (3.1)
and show that they iterate associatively. This program works for an arbitrary right dilation of
the discrete subsystem, not only for the one we shall consider in the sequel, which leads to
something unitarily equivalent to [Arv06]. But the verification of associativity is tedious; see
[Ske06].
The concrete right dilation of the discrete subsystem suggested in [Ske06] is obtained in
the following way. Choose a unit vector e in E1. For n,m ∈ N define isometric embeddings
Em → Em+n by x 7→ xen. (That is, we identify Em as the subspace Emen = um,n(Em ⊗ en)
of Em+n.) These embeddings form an inductive system. Let us denote by ˘R the (completed)
inductive limit. It is easy to check that the family (um,n)m∈N is compatible with the inductive
limit over m ∈ N, that it defines a unitary w˘n : En ⊗ ˘R → ˘R and that the family of all these w˘n is
a right dilation.
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So far the construction from [Ske06]. For the following sections it is important to observe
that in the construction of R nobody prevents us from exchanging the order of inductive limit
and direct integral. So let us define the spaces Km :=
∫ m+1
m
Eα dα 
(∫ 1
0 Eα dα
)
⊗Em =: ˘Km. The
isometric embeddings Em → Emen ⊂ Em+n give rise to isometric embeddings, first, of ˘Km →
˘Km+n and, then, of Km → Km+n. Clearly, the inductive limit ˘K := lim indm ˘K over the spaces
˘Km is just R as we used it above. And because the canonical identifications ( f (α))α∈(0,1] ⊗ xm
and ( f (α − m)xm)α∈(m,m+1] of ˘Km and Km are compatible with the inductive structures, also R
and the inductive limit K := lim indm Km over the spaces Km are canonically isomorphic. We
will investigate this latter inductive limit K in the Section 5. In particular, we will see that it
coincides with the Hilbert space constructed in [Arv06].
We close this section by analyzing how the dilation constructed in [Ske06] looks like in
terms of these inductive limits. A typical element of R = (∫ 10 Eα dα)⊗ ˘R is ( f (α))α∈(0,1] ⊗ y with
f (α) ∈ Eα and y ∈ ˘R. The unitaries wt from [Ske06] as suggested by Equation (3.1) act on
x⊗
( f (α))α∈(0,1] ⊗ y in Et ⊗R pointwise on sections. Putting n = {t + α}, the unitary wt sends the
point x ⊗ f (α) ⊗ y (α ∈ (0, 1]) in the section to
(idt+α−n ⊗w˘n)(u∗t+α−n,n(x f (α)) ⊗ y) ∈ Et+α−n ⊗ ˘R.
That is, wt sends x⊗
( f (α))α∈(0,1]⊗y to a section in R which at time β = t+α−n ∈ (0, 1] assumes
the value (idt+α−n ⊗w˘n)(u∗t+α−n,n(x f (α)) ⊗ y).
Now recall that the inductive limit ˘R is generated by the increasing sequence of subspaces
Em. If y ∈ Em, then w˘n sends the tensor product of an element in En with y to an element in
En+m ⊂ ˘R. So on the level of the spaces ˘Km the point x⊗ f (α)⊗y of the section x⊗( f (α))α∈(0,1]⊗y ∈
Et ⊗ ˘Km ends up in a point of a section in ˘Kn+m. On the level of the spaces Km the point
x ⊗ f (α − m)y (α ∈ (m,m + 1]) of a section in Et ⊗ Km ends up on the point x f (α − m)y at
β = t +α ∈ (n+m, n+m+ 1] of a section in Kn+m where n = {t+α−m}. In other words, if now( f (α))α∈(m,m+1] is an arbitrary section in Km, then the point x ⊗ f (α) ends up in the point x f (α)
of a section in Kn+m at β with β and n as before.
4 The second construction
In [Arv06] Arveson constructs a Hilbert space H as follows. Let S denote the space of all locally
square integrable sections f = ( f (t))t∈(0,∞) ⊂ E⊗ which are stable with respect to the unit vector
e ∈ E1, that is, for which there exists an α0 > 0 such that
f (α + 1) = f (α)e
for all α ≥ α0. By N we denote the subspace of all sections in S which are eventually 0, that is,
of all sections f ∈ S for which there exists an α0 > 0 such that f (α) = 0 for almost all α ≥ α0.
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A straightforward verification shows that
〈 f , g〉 := lim
m→∞
∫ m+1
m
〈 f (α), g(α)〉 dα
defines a semiinner product on S and that 〈 f , f 〉 = 0 if and only if f ∈ N. (Actually, we have
〈 f , g〉 =
∫ T+1
T
〈 f (α), g(α)〉 dα
for all sufficiently large T > 0; see [Arv06, Lemma 2.1].) So, S/N becomes a pre-Hilbert space
with inner product 〈 f +N, g +N〉 := 〈 f , g〉. By H we denote its completion.
After these preparations it is completely plain to see that for every t > 0 the map x⊗ f 7→ x f ,
where
(x f )(α) =

x f (α − t) α > t,
0 else,
defines an isometry Et ⊗ H → H, and that these isometries iterate associatively. Surjectivity of
these isometries is slightly less obvious.
5 Comparison and integration of the two approaches
We claim that R from Section 3 and H from Section 4 are canonically isomorphic in a way
such that the mappings Et ⊗ R → R and Et ⊗ H → H become unitarily equivalent. This shows
immediately that the former iterate associatively (because the latter do) and that the latter are
unitaries (because the former are). In this way, we remove from each construction the most
tedious verifications.
We have already established in the end of Section 3 that the space R can be viewed as
inductive limit ˘K over the spaces ˘Km, that this inductive limit is canonically isomorphic to the
inductive limit K over the spaces Km =
∫ m+1
m
Eα dα and we have established how the wt act on
Et ⊗ R when restricted to Et ⊗ Km.
Le f = ( f (α))α∈(m,m+1] be in Km and define the section f˜ ∈ S by setting
f˜ (α) =

0 α ≤ m,
f (α − n)en n ∈ N0,m + n < α ≤ m + n + 1.
Then f 7→ f˜ +N defines an isometry Km → H. Morevoer, recalling that the inductive structure
of the family of spaces Km is given by embeddings that embed the section f ∈ Km as the section( f (α−n)en)α∈(m+n,m+n+1] into Kn+m, we easily check that Km → H and Km → Km+n → H coincide.
In other words, we have an isometry from R  K into H. Moreover, if f˜ is in S, then there is an
α0 > 0 so that f˜ (α + 1) = f˜ (α)e for all α ≥ α0. In other words, if we choose an integer m ≥ α0,
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then up to an element in N the section f˜ is the image of the section f ∈ Km defined by setting
f (α) = f˜ (α) (α ∈ (m,m + 1]). In other words, by the imbedding of R into H we obtain a total
subset of H. Therefore, actually we have defined a unitary R → H. (Note that, actually, we
have identified ⋃m∈N Km with S/N.)
Now recall that wt sends x ⊗ f with a section f in ˘Km or, what is the same up to canonical
isomorphism, in Km to a section that, for some n ∈ N0, lies partly in Kn+m partly in Kn+1+m. In
fact, we may split f = ( f (α))α∈(m,m+1] into two parts ( f (α))α∈(m,m+t−n] + ( f (α))α∈(m+t−n,m+1] with
n = {t} so that the first part ends up in Kn+m while the second part ends up in Kn+1+m. (Note that,
actually, we have Kn+m = Kn+me ⊂ Kn+m+1 and the fact that wt is isometric shows even that the
two parts of x ⊗ f end up in orthogonal parts of Kn+1+m. But this is not the point.) We simplify
life by noting that it is sufficient to consider only those sections for which one of the parts is
zero. Let us denote the result in Kn+m or in Kn+1+m by x f .
It is now completely plain to verify that the sections x f˜ and x˜ f in S coincide eventually and,
therefore, x ˜f +N and x˜ f +N coincide in H.
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